Neurological disorder in a male llama originated by an abscedative myositis
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Abstract

Background: Early diagnosis of neurological conditions in South American Camelids is crucial for treatments, prognosis and clinical patient development. Infectious agents, parasite, nutritional conditions or trauma, can cause neurological symptoms in camelids. Behavioral particularities can produce late infections and should be considered in differential diagnosis in clinical neurological cases.

Case description: A 4-year-old male llama was attended for consultation for a limp in his left hind leg. On clinical examination no general nor hind leg problems were found. After a week of the first consultation he presented an acute disorder to move. A complete neurological exam detected paraplegia with decreased deep sensation and hyporeflexia in the hind limbs were found. Complete blood work analysis and radiographs were performed, a moderate anemia and leucocytosis was detected and, radiographs suggested osteomyelitis on the spinal process in the third lumbar vertebra. Anti-inflammatory and antibiotic treatment with florfenicol was chosen and used at a dose of 20 mg/kg intramuscularly. The male llama died two weeks after the first sign appeared. At postmortem examination the most relevant lesion was a severe inflammatory infiltration delimited with connective tissue in the lumbar muscles, compatible with an abscedative myositis, Enterococcus spp. was isolated in the culture from the lesion.

Conclusion: To the authors knowledge this is the first report of a secondary and late infection produced as a consequence of aggressive behavior between males and should be consider as a differential diagnose in neurological disorders in these species.

Introduction

Neurological disorders in South American Camelids (SACs) have multiple origins, systemic infection and sepsis are reported to cause bacterial meningitis, as neurotrophic agents are not common [1]. The primary agents responsible for bacterial infection in camelids are Escherichia coli, Enterococcus spp., Pasteurella spp., Streptococcus spp. and Listeria spp. among others [2-4]. This pathology is usually difficult to diagnose due to the nonspecific signs that are associated with it and, the absence of neurological symptoms at early stages [1]. In this case report, an old injury in a male llama produced in a fight between males was the possible origin of a local pachymeningitis that cause neurological symptoms and later death. Clinical signs began with an intermittent limp in one of his hind legs, progressed to recumbency and a paraplegia with diminished sensibility on both hind limbs and absence of the anal reflex. In lambs, hind limb ataxia originated in a thoracolumbar abscess have been reported, but in this case the signs were cause by compression and posterior degeneration of the spinal cord [5]. There are no reports in llama of a neurological disorder as a late consequence of a fight between males, behavior that is common in these species and should be considered as a differential diagnosis.

Case history

A four-year-old male llama was attended for consultation for a limp in his left hind leg. A clinical evaluation was performed with the animal in a conscious state and under general anesthesia. The physical appearance of the male was normal on visual inspection with no abnormalities found on the leg. The male llama had his health plan for vaccines and deworming to date. No medical treatment was performed, and he was kept in observation until the next day, when he improved his condition and the limp disappeared. The male was kept in a pen for a week and was checked every day. After a week of the first consultation he presented an acute disorder to move. A complete neurological exam was performed under a conscious state of mind of the animal. The male llama presented a paraplegia with decreased deep sensation and hyporeflexia in the hind limbs. The anal reflex was diminished with maintenance of local sensitivity. There were no other neurological deficits within cranial nerves, sensory, motor or coordination in the forelimbs. An anti-inflammatory treatment was
applied with the objective of reducing inflammation that cause the clinical signs, dexamethasone at a dose of 0.5 mg/kg intravenously was administered every 24 h for the first two days and the treatment was repeated three days after. Blood tests and radiographs were performed during the treatment period. These results are in Tables 1 and 2 and the images of the x-ray are in Figures 1 and 2. Samples of blood were obtained to analyze serology for Brucella spp., and negative results were found for B. canis, B. melitensis and B. abortus.

Hematological analysis showed a moderate anemia and leucocytosis. The biochemistry parameters showed elevated urea nitrogen level for the specie, without changes in creatinine serum and an increase in creatine kinase was also found.

The radiographs showed an image of a mixed lesion with lytic and proliferative areas of poorly defined contours that suggests osteomyelitis due to contiguity on the spinal process in the third lumbar vertebra. Also, a possible discoespondilitis could be present according to the image between the third and fourth lumbar vertebra.

Due to blood results, treatment consisted in supportive care, decreasing inflammation and attending the infection. Systemically anti-inflammatory as mention before were administered and florfenicol antibiotic was chosen and used at a dose of 20 mg/kg intramuscularly every 24 h. The day after beginning antibiotic treatment the medical condition did not improve, the male was apathic with no connection with the environment and died that afternoon.

A complete necropsy was done, and samples of brain (cerebral cortex, brainstem, and cerebellum), heart, lung, liver, skin, trachea, esophagus, skeletal muscle, tongue, thyroid glands, kidneys, spleen, adrenal gland, small intestines, and colon were collected for histology. Tissues were immersion-fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin (pH 7.2) for 24 h, routinely embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 5 µm, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin for microscopic examination.

At postmortem examination the most relevant lesion was a severe inflammatory infiltration delimited with connective tissue in the lumbar muscles, compatible with an abscedative myositis (Figure 3). Spinal cord was also affected, and dura mater showed inflammatory infiltrated similar to the one found in the muscles. Histopathological analysis showed a severe inflammatory infiltrate in the lumbar muscles composed of a center of neutrophils and pyocytes, surrounded by plasma cells, lymphocytes and macrophages, delimited by granulation tissue characterized by numerous neofomed fibroblasts and blood vessels, with a smaller amount of collagen fibers. In these sectors, no viable muscle fibers were observed. The lumbar spinal cord presented several inflammatory cells in the dura mater and in minor measured in the arachnoid, similar to those described in the muscles. Also, during the necropsy samples for bacteriology were taken from both lesions, and Enterococcus spp. was isolated in the culture.
Neurological diseases in camelids can have different origins including the presence of infectious agents, such as West Nile virus and equine herpesvirus [6] or be produced due to bacterial meningoencephalitis [1]. Another source of neurological condition is polioencephalomalacia, pathologically possibly caused by thiamine deficiency, like in ruminants [7]. Cervical traumas are frequent and more common than in other livestock species, having over 10% of frequency on camels neurological clinical cases according to Whitehead et al. These authors reported parasitic myelopathy as the first cause of clinical neurological signs in South American camels. This disease is produced by Parelaphostrongylus tenuis or commonly called meningeal worm. Toxic neuropathies, cranial trauma, hydrocephalus and tetany should be considered as differential diagnoses for neurological diseases in camels [1].

Aggressive behavior between male camels has been reported in guanacos [8] and is widely known by livestock farmers of these species. Majority of the fights include chase, spit, rush, body-slam and bites [8], also injuries in the perineal area, testicles and at the back are as well common [9]. In this case report, an old injury produced during a fight with another male 6 months before the clinical presentation, could be the possible origin of the abscedative myositis and neurological signs of the male llama. When the initial injured was produced, the male was attended, treated and trauma signs and lesions cured. The bacteria isolated from the lesion at necropsy was Enterococcus sp., one of the commonly reported in South American camels bacterial meningoencephalitis [1]. This agent produces nonspecific signs and absence of neurological symptoms at early stages complicating diagnosis and being unfavorable for the prognosis in this case. The anemia found in the blood work could be due to the chronic progress of the internal lesion. On the other hand, the increase in the urea nitrogen and CPK were possibly caused due to the prolonged recumbency of the patient.

This is the first report of a secondary and late infection produced as a consequence of aggressive behavior between males and should be considered as a differential diagnose in neurological disorders in these species [10,11].
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